This email has also been verified by Google DKIM (https://www.wikileaks.org/DKIM-Verification.html) 2048-bit RSA key

Re: Farmers L Update and Welcome Mat

From:drewlittman@gmail.com
To: tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org
CC: tavincent57@gmail.com, jhaber@cascadestrategy.com, Bonnie.Levin@medstar.net, lsavage55@verizon.net, KleinK@wharton.upenn.edu, john@gomperts.net more podesta.mary@gmail.com, lukealbee@gmail.com, BDonovan@npr.org, tom.rosenstiel@gmail.com, Ruth.Marcus@washpost.com, jon.leibowitz@davispolk.com, rimasirota@gmail.com, afields@mercurystrategies.com, john.podesta@gmail.com, DJLeiter@mlstrategies.com, laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov, chrisspanos@gmail.com
Date: 2015-10-08 15:35
Subject: Re: Farmers L Update and Welcome Mat
Also, if terrorists or unhappy former Clinton/Kerry interns with submachine
guns attack the farm during my remarks, we won't all die, because I'll make
a split-second decision lead us in a well-coordinated and ultimately
totally successful charge against them. This is going to be a great day
all-around.

On Thu, Oct 8, 2015 at 1:31 PM, Tamera Luzzatto <tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org>
wrote:

> Well, since Hillary stood with Moynihan at his farm with bales of hay to
> run for the Senate seat, HELLO SPEAKER Littman!
> 
> Tamera Luzzatto
> 
> Senior Vice President, Government Relations
> 
> The Pew Charitable Trusts | 901 E Street, N.W. | Washington, DC 20004-1409
> 
> p: 202.540.6501 | e: tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org | f: 202.552.2299 |
> 
> www.pewtrusts.org
> 
> Executive Assistant - Raven Duvall | e: rduvall@pewtrusts.org | p:
> 202.552.2003
> 
>
Thanks for remembering me, as I was planning to use the farm as the backdrop to announce my candidacy for speaker of the house.

On Thu, Oct 8, 2015 at 1:22 PM, Tamera Luzzatto <tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org> wrote:

HOOOOORAYYYYYYYYYY, forgot Drew the last time as in also, so see y’all on Saturday at 1 or when you arrive.

Tamera Luzzatto

Senior Vice President, Government Relations

The Pew Charitable Trusts | 901 E Street, N.W. | Washington, DC 20004-1409
we're in, thanks for the invite.

On Thu, Oct 8, 2015 at 9:26 AM, Tamera Luzzatto <tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org> wrote:

With enormous gratitude to Advance Man Extraordinaire Haber, I am popping up again to share our excitement about the Reprise of Our Gang’s visit to the farm in Lovettsville. And I thought I’d share a couple more notes:

We plan to heat the pool, so a swim is a possibility. Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and
almost 7) so you’ll have some further entertainment, and they will be in that pool for sure. And with the forecast showing prospects of some sun, and a cooler temp of lower 60s, I suggest you bring sweaters of whatever attire will enable us to use our outdoor table with a pergola overhead so we dine al fresco (and ideally not al-CHILLo).

I am cc-ing Trudy to repeat the invite, and sending pining wishes-you-could-come to Rima, John P, and Laurie & Chris.

Con amore, Mrs. Farmer L

Tamera Luzzatto

Senior Vice President, Government Relations

The Pew Charitable Trusts | 901 E Street, N.W. | Washington, DC 20004-1409

p: 202.540.6501 | e: tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org | f: 202.552.2299 |

www.pewtrusts.org

Executive Assistant – Raven Duvall | e: rduvall@pewtrusts.org | p: 202.552.2003
Tor is an encrypted anonymising network that makes it harder to intercept internet communications, or see where communications are coming from or going to.

Tails is a live operating system, that you can start on almost any computer from a DVD, USB stick, or SD card. It aims at preserving your privacy and anonymity.

The Courage Foundation is an international organisation that supports those who risk life or liberty to make significant contributions to the historical record.

Bitcoin uses peer-to-peer technology to operate with no central authority or banks; managing transactions and the issuing of bitcoins is carried out collectively by the network.
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Delivered-To: john.podesta@gmail.com
Received: by 10.25.43.68 with SMTP id r65csp6641481fr;
Thu, 8 Oct 2015 10:35:18 -0700 (PDT)
X-Received: by 10.182.97.163 with SMTP id eb3mr5717420obb.0.144432571864;
Thu, 08 Oct 2015 10:35:18 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <drewlittman@gmail.com>
Received: from mail-ob0-x22f.google.com (mail-ob0-x22f.google.com.
[2607:f8b0:4003:c01::22f])
by mx.google.com with ESMTPS id
m187si615784oig.113.2015.10.08.10.35.17
(version=TLSv1.2 cipher=ECDHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256 bits=128/128);
Thu, 08 Oct 2015 10:35:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of drewlittman@gmail.com designates
2607:f8bo:4003:c01::22f as permitted sender) client-ip=
2607:f8bo:4003:c01::22f;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com;
spf=pass (google.com: domain of drewlittman@gmail.com designates
2607:f8bo:4003:c01::22f as permitted sender) smtp.mailfrom=
drewlittman@gmail.com;
dkim=pass header.i=@gmail.com;
dmarc=pass (p=NONE dis=NONE) header.from=gmail.com
Received: by mail-ob0-x22f.google.com with SMTP id gx8so41392074obc.3;
Thu, 08 Oct 2015 10:35:17 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1;
a=rsa-sha256;
c=relaxed/relaxed;
d=gmail.com;
s=20120113;
h=mime-version:in-reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to:
cc:content-type;
b=IhKIFSYM+XBaTATh2s5RP26Rz6Asozz9ZImEjW1bS53FjBa3wEAWQVwtfT91citrI6g
7wFwX1dyAi+zd0km4g4wforO7zk5WP8/TVyrYr2yopF8fb7QDLy4k94F9NKlyJYRL
540U577FT7ndN7wfJIbprF80b8jEMVfle1q4fIcfnSn0G4HGbEJMu2GYVKXG8dhEp
GWA+8LiLunWbgfYVlnlro/CL7KQmbyr7uCG90ihoXxPEMC/1Wu20sRkz52kmshmb5ahBL
R6gCJHaBlLlHc89qlTSeuSQFaqIsUIR2QOLSHQA+04SnqK6yYitfLI7Q7Bzm2Ahhbf
bCUQ==
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Received: by 10.182.247.7 with SMTP id ya7mr5420952obc.50.1444325717771;
Thu, 08 Oct 2015 10:35:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.76.34.202 with HTTP; Thu, 8 Oct 2015 10:35:17 -0700 (PDT)
In-Reply-To: <5651AF643F0E0D409AEAEAB8FF567A1E34259C44@email2-
dc.pewtrusts.org>
References: <5651AF643F0E0D409AEAEAB8FF567A1E34259C44@email2-
dc.pewtrusts.org>
<CAPAk54pVw-YFd_YPkqkgKvhj_BcMfxtv3L6htnt36gfbpbnH4nA@mail.gmail.com>
<CAPAk54pVw-YFd_YPkqkgKvhj_BcMfxtv3L6htnt36gfbpbnH4nA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5651Af643FOE0D409AEAEAB8FF567A1E34259C44@email2-dc.pewtrusts.org>
Date: Thu, 8 Oct 2015 13:35:17 -0400
Message-ID: <CACPJzjC+wBmSTdpHCkrUwd1PVN=VUsNGZVKNSgHeq-SY9rg4Q@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Farmers L Update and Welcome Mat
From: Drew Littman <drewlittman@gmail.com>
To: Tamera Luzzatto <tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org>
CC: Trudy Vincent <tavinson57@gmail.com>,
Jon Haber-work <jhaber@cascadestrategy.com>,
Bonnie Levin-work <bonnie.levin@medstar.net>,
Liz Savage <lsavage55@verizon.net>,
Katherine Klein <kleinK@wharton.upenn.edu>,
John Gomperts <john@gomperts.com>,
"podesta.mary@gmail.com" <podesta.mary@gmail.com>,
Luke Albee <lukealbee@gmail.com>, Beth Donovan <BDonovan@npr.org>,
Tom Rosenstiel-personal <tom.rosenstiel@gmail.com>,
Also, if terrorists or unhappy former Clinton/Kerry interns with submachine guns attack the farm during my remarks, we won’t all die, because I’ll make a split-second decision lead us in a well-coordinated and ultimately totally successful charge against them. This is going to be a great day all-around.

On Thu, Oct 8, 2015 at 1:31 PM, Tamera Luzzatto <tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org> wrote:

> Well, since Hillary stood with Moynihan at his farm with bales of hay to run for the Senate seat, HELLO SPEAKER Littman!
> 
> Tamera Luzzatto
> 
> Senior Vice President, Government Relations
> 
> The Pew Charitable Trusts | 901 E Street, N.W. | Washington, DC 20004-1409
> 
> p: 202.540.6501 | e: tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org | f: 202.552.2299 |
> 
> www.pewtrusts.org
> 
> Executive Assistant -E2=80=9380=93 Raven Duvall | e: rduvall@pewtrusts.org | p: 202.552.2003
> 
> 
> *From:* Drew Littman [mailto:drewlittman@gmail.com]
> *Sent:* Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:26 PM
> *To:* Tamera Luzzatto
> *Cc:* Trudy Vincent; Jon Haber-work; Bonnie Levin-work; Liz Savage; Katherine Klein; John Gomperts; podesta.mary@gmail.com; Luke Albee; Beth Donovan; Tom Rosenstiel-personal; Marcus, Ruth (Ruth.Marcus@washpost.com);
> Jon Leibowitz-work; Rima Siroti; Drew Fields; John Podesta; David Leiter; Laurie Rubiner-work; Chris Spanos
> *Subject:* Re: Farmers L Update and Welcome Mat

> Thanks for remembering me, as I was planning to use the farm as the backdrop to announce my candidacy for speaker of the house.
>
> On Thu, Oct 8, 2015 at 1:22 PM, Tamera Luzzatto <tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org> wrote:
we're in, thanks for the invite.

On Thu, Oct 8, 2015 at 9:26 AM, Tamera Luzzatto <tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org> wrote:

> With enormous gratitude to Advance Man Extraordinaire Haber, I am popping up again to share our excitement about the Reprise of Our Gang—E2=80=99s visit to the farm in Lovettsville. And I thought I=E2=80=99d share a couple more notes:
> We plan to heat the pool, so a swim is a possibility. Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and almost 7) so you=E2=80=99ll have some further entertainment, and they will be in that pool for sure. And with the forecast showing prospects of some sun, and a cooler temp of lower 60s, I suggest you bring sweaters of whatever attire will enable us to use our outdoor table with a pergola overhead so we dine al fresco (and ideally not al-CHILLo).

I am ccing Trudy to repeat the invite, and sending pining wishes—you-could-come to Rima, John P, and Laurie & Chris.
Con amore, Mrs. Farmer L

Tamera Luzzatto

Senior Vice President, Government Relations

The Pew Charitable Trusts | 901 E Street, N.W. | Washington, DC 20004-1409


Executive Assistant =E2=80=93 Raven Duvall | e: rduvall@pewtrusts.org | p: 202.552.2003
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Also, if terrorists or unhappy former Clinton/Kerry interns with submachine guns attack the farm during my remarks, we won't all die, because I'll make a split-second decision lead us in a well-coordinated and ultimately totally successful charge against them. C2=A0 This is going to be a great day all-around. </div></div></div>

On Thu, Oct 8, 2015 at 1:31 PM, Tamera Luzzatto wrote:

Well, since Hillary stood with Moynihan at his farm with bales of hay to run for the Senate seat, HELLO SPEAKER Littman! u</u></div>

Well, since Hillary stood with Moynihan at his farm with bales of hay to run for the Senate seat, HELLO SPEAKER Littman! u</u></div>

Tamera Luzzatto</div>

Senior Vice President, Government Relations</div>

The Pew Charitable Trusts | 901 E Street, N.W. | Washington, DC=C2=A020004-1409</div></div>
<p class="MsoNormal"><span style="font-size:11.0pt;font-family: &quot;Calibri&quot;, &quot;sans-serif&quot;; color:#1f497d">Thanks for remembering me, as I was planning to use the farm as the backdrop to announce my candidacy for speaker of the house. </span></p>

<p class="MsoNormal">On Thu, Oct 8, 2015 at 1:22 PM, Tamera Luzzatto &lt;tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org&gt; wrote: </p>

<p class="MsoNormal">Drew Littman [mailto:drewlittman@gmail.com target=3D"_blank"; drewhlitman@gmail.com]</p>

<p class="MsoNormal">Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:26 PM</p>

<p class="MsoNormal">To: Tamera Luzzatto</p>

<p class="MsoNormal">Cc: Trudy Vincent; Jon Haber-work; Bonnie Levin-work; Liz Savage; Katherine Klein; John Gomperts; podium.mary@gmail.com; Luke Albee; Beth Donovan; Tom Rosenstiel-personal; Marcus, Ruth; Jon Leibowitz-work; Rima Sirota; Drew Fields; John Podesta; David Leiter; Laurie Rubiner-work; Chris Spanos</p>

<p class="MsoNormal">Subject: Re: Farmers L Update and Welcome Mat</p>

<p class="MsoNormal">HOOOOORAYYYYYYYYY, forgot last time as in also, so see you all on Saturday at 1 or when you arrive. </p>

<p class="MsoNormal">Drew the last time as in also, so see y=E2=80=99all at Saturday at 1 or when you arrive. </p>
From: Trudy Vincent [mailto:tavincent57@gmail.com]

Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2015 11:45 AM

To: Tamera Luzzatto

Cc: Jon Haber-work; Bonnie Levin-work; Liz Savage; Katherine Klein; = John Gomperts; Rima Sirota; John Podesta; David Leiter; Laurie Rubiner-work; Chris Spanos; Jon Leibowitz-work; Ruth Marcus@washpost.com; Bennie Goodman; = Luke Albee; Beth Donovan; Tom Rosenstiel-personal; Marcus, Ruth; Tom Rosenstiel

Subject: Re: Farmers L Update and Welcome Mat

we’re in, thanks for the invite.

On Thu, Oct 8, 2015 at 9:26 AM, Tamera Luzzatto wrote:

With enormous gratitude to Advance Man Extraordinaire Haber, I am popping up again to share our excitement about the Reprise of Our Gang’s visit to the farm in Lovettsville. And I thought I’d share a couple more notes: We plan to heat the pool, so a swim is a possibility. Bonnie will be Uber Service to transport Ruby, Emerson, and Maeve Luzzatto (11, 9, and 6).
almost 7) so you=E2=80=99ll have some further entertainment, and they will be in that pool for sure. =C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=A0=C2=089e0158b636590c3205219b4928--